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" Furnished me
From mine own library with volumes that

I prize above my dukedom."
The Tempest.

I SAY, where has my Herodotus got to? I never saw such a
litter of books as we've got up here, and at least three

quarters of them we never take down from ye~r's end to year's
end! I tell you what it is, we must really have a. good
tidying up some wet afternoon, when we can't go down to the
nets, and clear off a" lot of these which ought to have been
superannuated ages ago. Ah! here's the Herodotus. No, it
isn't though; its only my "Marlborongh French Exercises."
Well I do want that still to be sure, though I have had it six
years and a term! I shan't forget in a hurry the first day I
used it, when I was "a whining schoolboy" in the Upper
Second, and how I thought that the list of words on the right
side was a clean translation, and, wondering why the author
was so unwontedly obliging, copied down "Il avoir dn plume
et du papier" as the correct French for "They have pens
and paper." I forget the result now, but I believe it was
something terrible. From the shadowy mists of the past rises
the dim, spectral form of a something that it took a whole
afternoon, and the entire contents of an inkpot to finish!

What's this? Oh 1-" Stories in Attic Greek." How I
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remember conning that first piece over to two lazy fellows in
my form, of whom I fancy I had a profound fear, while we sat on
the old beam across the bath, and their eyes kept wandering
off their books to the drifting clouds, as they formed their
forecast of the weather for the out-match in the afternoon;
and however and again I was nearly precipitated into the
glassy expanse below, as my friend on the left side, who was
hopelessly deaf in his right ear, nudged me to tell him what
t!cjJl'} came from!

Hurrah, now I have found the Herodotus this time! Oh,
bother: its ouly "Hamlet" after all. Dear me, what
memories one does gather from these thumb-eared old School
books! I remember a young scape-grace drawing down
untold hOrIor on his ill-kempt head, because when he was
asked to explain

" To sleep, perchance to dream,
Ayf. I there's the rub,"

he saiq it meant that wIlen Hamlet woke up from his dream,
he would rub his eyes hard to make sure he was really awake.
I dou't think we had any of us much of a soul for
Shakespeare in the Lower Fourth, and I don't believe that
youth ever cultivated one in after years. •

Here's another old friend-cc Gepp's Verse Book." Oh,
those long afternoons in that dark classroom next the Abbey,
in company with Gepp and a "Gradus." .Oh, the pride I felt
when I had put the Evening Hymn into Elegiacs, and sent it
home in my Sunday letter to show how well I was getting
on: pride only equalled by the horror with which I discovered
at my next Verse lesson that I had entrusted to my parent's
perusal six verses which had no Caesuras!! 'What sheaves of
Latin verses-aye, and Greek ones too-have I written since
then; but perhaps it is because I am getting used to finding
that my most classical inspirations are Anacolutha after all,
that this particular copy of Elegiacs stands foremost in memory.
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Well, it seems as if I should never get to the right book.
Here's a .. Sidgwick's Greek Prose:" one step higher, from
Latin composition to Greek. 0, first Greek Prose I ever did,
I wonder when I shall forget you! The shots at construction,
the flukes at augments, the omission of particles, and last
those marvellous accents. I remember one four-syllab~ed

word on which I put three accents, including two circumflexes,
and added one extra rough breathing in the middle, and how a
clever friend misquoted to me on seeing the production-

" On accents harsh your prose relied."
Ah! here's the Herodotus at last: and with it comes stern

reality, and the Sixth Form. No fewer memories to twine
day by day round the old School-books, though day by day
the time for twining them is growing shorter: 110 less formid
able a procession of mistakes, and no smaller a share of
humility at their discovery, perhaps is the lot of the blue
ribbon than it was of the House-cap.

But I tell you what there is, old fellow: there's less time
to waste now than one had then; and so, if you've got' down
the Dictionaries, we'll polish off the construe.

Ill.

THE SLEEP OF ENDYMION~

Slow sank the sun to the ocean; the lengthening lines of the shadJws,
Lighted between by the gold that gleamed on the glass of the river,
Stole with Ailent advance to the mist that enveloped the eastland ;
Soothing their soft caress as the earth lay bathed in thc eunlight,
Soothing to men and to cattle. The stream as a slow gliding serpent
Wound its waters along-~raeander,most restful of riverA-
Rippling as loath to leave them along the banks of its valley,
Loath, yet loving repose, and yielding ere stirred to resistance.

Over the carpet of flowers in the mead strayed the maiden Selene
WandEring, aimless, alone. On her right rose· the ridge of a mountain
Wooded in part, and flowerets illumed the shade under the branches;
Palms with the myrtle and rose, and limbs of elm all encircled,
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Lovingly grasped for support by th(winding shoots of the vineyard
Rich with purple clusters.

And on 'neath the waving branches

Slowly she wandered and climbed till the last rich glow of the sunset
Bathed her, a statue of silver, above the green of the summit.
Beauteous behind her the stream, more beauteous past the comparing
Burst on her gaze below a silver lake in the sunset.
Down the slopes swept curtains of leaves, and the breath of the zephyr
Stirred for a moment the veil, then sank again to its slumber.
All was silence and rest, save where o'er the silvery surface
Flashed the fiery scales in the fitful flight of the gauze-wing,

Save where the snow-white swan lay asleep on the waveless waters.
There in the twilight a temple, and palm trees bent them about it,
Draping the dazzling whiteness that flashed from its pillars of marble,
White as rose from the waters the form of the queen Aphrodite
\Vhen of old she appeared from the emerald breast of the ocean,
Sprung from the flakes of foam. And down to the brink of the basin
Sloped white steps of marble. and round them clustered the blossoms
Tulip and myrtle and rose, and the tangle of moss and of ivy
Twining between the snow of narcissus and purple of tulip:
Beauteous they spread in the twilight; but fairer.far than the flowers
Lay on the temple steps, serene in his youthful beauty,
Endymion; alone he dwelt in the peaceful seclusion

Safe, where storms ne'er raged nor rain-clouds broke on the mountain.
:lIIarble he seemed on the marble, a marvellous work of the graver,
Less yet more than a man. And the maiden drew nearer and nearer,

Venturing scarcely a breath as she passed down the slope of the valley.

And the sun sank into the ocean, and gilded the silvery surface
That lay in the lovely vale; and his eyes from the depth of his slumber
Fell on the maiden who stood on the steps, and thus she addressed him:
"]lional, yet more thanlllortal to me, I may not delay me

"Wandering over the world; but thee would I ever have near me;
"Come with me now, and be mine. Fair, fair arc these beauties of nature,
" Fairer far will I shew thee; meres stiller, and greEner the hill-sides,
" Garlands of blooms more varied, and fairer than mind can conceive them."
Endymion: "0 lady, I love this mere, and the valley

"Peaceful, where storms ne' er rage, nor rain-clouds break on the mountain ;
" Leave me, I pray thee, this shade, and the scent of the myrtles and roses,
" Leave me the sleeping waters, the snow-white swans on their bosom;

" Leave me in peace." But the maiden more earnestly made her entreaty,

He still firm; then at length, "Long here have I lingered, and longer
" JIlay I not stay; come with me; or sleep on thy pillow of marble
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"Still as marble thyself, and awake nevermore in the ages."
Slept he then as she passed. And the soothing breath of the evening
Moved on the face of the waters; the twinkling lamps of the heaven
Swept their mighty circle; and o'er the hills to the eastward
Rose the car of Apollo, the thunderous hoofs of his chargers.
Passed the day, and again the golden gleam from the westward
Bathed with sunset glow the silence and sleep of the valley,
Deeper than ever its rest in the spell of cruel Selene.
Still slept the youth, and day by day in the shades of the evening
Climbed to the crags of the mountain the feet of cruel Selene:
Calm on the steps of the temple, with palm trees drooping above him,
Saw she him sleeping, and there shall he sleep for ever and ever.

PAX.
"From" Tales from Greek ]\fythology."

IN THE SOUDAN.

Captain Walsh, of the Mounted Infantry, was a member of
the School about 15 years ago. Four days after writing this
letter he was severely wounded in a skirmish near the Abu
Klea Wells, on the return from El Gubat, and had to be carried
in a litter 180 miles across the desert.

"The story about the fall of Khartoum most generally believed is,
that Ferach Pasha, the Commander in Chief of Gordon's black
troops, ignorant of our arrival here, and like many others, ceasing
to believe in Government promises, sold the town, and betrayed
the bravest and best English eoldier that ever lived. .At any rate,
it is absolutely certain that Khartoum fell by treachery, and
treacherf alone. Gordon from all accounts had plenty of provisions
to last until our arrival, and Khartoum was so strongly fortified that
it would defy 10,000 11adhis and millions of men to take it,
excepting by starving it out. Nobody believes in the story of
Gordon being in the hands of the 1Iadhi, for one instant, and we all
feel he must be dead.

...
".As you may imagine, from the arrival of Stuart Wortly,

and of Charlie Beresford's party, many rumours had been
circulated. One was, that GOl'don and some few of his
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meD had fought their way to the Greek Church, in which was
packed the reserve Ammunition and Stores, and were holding out
there. Sir Charles Wilson says, that beyond all doubt Khartoum
has fallen, and Gordon is dead, and he does not believe the life of
man, woman, or child has been spared.

• • • • • • •
" Our life here is not over pleasant, we get no exercise of any kind,

not being allowed more than 700 yards beyond the Fort, where our
line of sentries are. It is not safe to go further, as beyond that
distance, the enemy's outposts amuse themselves by having pot shots
at us, and although not particularly good shots, they are quite good
enough to make it uncommonly uncomfortable for us. We are not
getting our full rations of meat, and twice in the last week have been
served out with fresh camel; we had some for dinner last night; I
confess to not liking it though it was beautifully stewed by our Greek
cook. I hear shortly we are to have a treat in the way of donkey
flesh. We have a large number of donkeys, having captnred
several, every time we have come in, or gone out of this place.
You must not think that because we are getting these luxuries in the
way of fresh meat, we are hard up for food, we have plenty of what we
call bully beef, which is fresh corned beef preserved in tins, and which
is really excellent, but then we do get so fearfully tired of it. Only

fancy, a few nights ago a crocodile actually landed here on the bank
inside the redoubt, he was very soon frightened away by a sentry,
but he took his walk, or rather his crawl, within a few feet of my
head; there are large quantities of very large fish in the river and we
can hear them jumping out of the water at night. Last night one
of our men started fishing and managed to catch two fair sized ones,
he told me he had an enormous number of bites, and had his tackle
been good would have landed any number. Yesterday I sat on a
general court martial for the trial of a native camel driver "for
holding communication with the enemy." Without a doubt he was
seen close to some of them outside our lines, and between our
piquets and those of the enemy, but there was no direct evidence to
show that he was speaking to them, and as, should we find him
guilty, our only sentence could be "death," we did not think his
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offence sufficient, and he was acquitted. I am on duty now as
Field Officer of the week, and have to post all the piquets and
sentries and to visit them during the night. We are up and
standing to our arms before 5 a.m. My allowance of sleep is not
great, but this hard life agrees with me, and what I am most
distressed about is tobacco; I have only one small stick of cavendish
left, and don't see any prospect of getting more, for ever so long. I
expect, when the convoys do come back they will be too heavily
laden with rations and ammunition to have any room for baccy.

"If we could only get out of bounds here, we could get
magnificent sport, wild duck, wild goose, and snipe, but we dare
not show our noses outside our ontposts, or we should be saluted
by a gentle reminder from the enemy. To-day we are having a
rare treat, pickles served out with our rations. The natives, who
came off Gordon's steamers, are building huts for the Officers of my
company, of dhurra stalks Ca sort of corn,) the roofs are made of
our blankets, which we take off at night to wrap over us ; this shelter
will be the greatest comfort to us, as the dust literally smothers us
by day, to say nothing of the sun which from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
is absolutely scorching.

" We are all most awfully glad to hear that Sir Herbert Stewart
is promoted to :Major General, for the battle of Abu Klea; I
suppose althoueh we have failed in rescuing Gordon and saving
Khartoum we shall get a medal. Two harder fought battles have
not been won and lost since the Crimea than those of Abu Klea
and El Gubat."

UN-MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION.

There is a wonderful amount of ingenuity abroad in the
world, and there is nothing in which it is more capable of
exercise than in mathematics. With regard to the famous
problem-to prove that two and two make five-even the
Premier, skilled though he be in such apparently impossible
arguments, has to yield to the mathematician, who can do the
sum in a few lines. For let 2 and 2 be represented by ~x, 5

't
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by y. Then to quote Mr. Todhunter
(Y_X)2 = y2 _ 2xy+x2.
(x- y)2=x2_2xy+y2.

y-x=x-y.
27J=2y. x=y. i.e. 2 &2 make five.

More ingenious still is the proof that 1 is equal to 2. For
again let x = 1.
then x2 =x.

x2 -1 = x -1. Now divide both sides by x -1.
then x+1=1. But x=l.

,'.2=1.

By giving another turn to the same steps, 1 may be
shewn to be equal to nothing at all.
for x+ 1 = 1 ; subt!'act 1 from each side
then x=O.
or 1 = O. Hence 0 = 1 = 2, a theory quite at variance with the
common practice.

Here again is a process that would materially reduce
the national debt. Let x=£l, y the No. of pounds in the
N.D. then yQ = 1. So xQ= 1.

'!IQ = xQ
• Now take the Oth root of each. Then

y=x. Or the national debt is really but £1, in spite
of the absurd claims of bond holders. This result is
commended to the first sensible Chancellor of the Exchequer.

A wide field is thrown open to philosophy: the results are
no less valuable than unexpected.

Let x represent the unknown in the universe, a the known.
Now without the known, the unknown vv"Ould be uns.ttain

able, or x-a=O.

This at once gives x=a, i.e. the unknown is exactly the
same in extent as the known, though in a different form. Again
since x=a.

x+ a =2a.
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i.e. the universe is exactly double of its known part.
Now it may be considered identical at any two points of

time-say the beginning and end of the present century.
Therefore the knowledge of to-day is no more than that of 80
years ago-and the steam engine, electricity, &c., are no
additions to knowledge; this result strikingly bears out the
saying" There is nothing new under the sun."

PIETAS.

HUGH CONWAY.

(F. J. FARGUS.)
May 15, 1885.

Bristol's broad quay re-echoes with her roar
Of dinning traffic 'neath the noonday sun,
Till with the night, her weary labour done,

-The bark~rops down along the widening shore,
And breasts the billows of the sea once more !

So with the shades of early-parting day,
:Free from earth's turmoil, down its peaceful way
The silver canvas of a vessel bore!

Out on the smiling of a sun-kissed sea,
Where rain and storm ne'er fret the haven blest,

He passed, old Bristol's youngest son, and we
Straining our eyes his distant sails to see

Across the ocean of eternity,
View the faint vessel nearing to her rest.

IlI.
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THE RACES.
President:

J. K. D. WINGFIELD DIGBY, ESQ., :r.r.P.
:Mrs. Digby kindly gave away the Prizes.

JUdges:

REV. H. P. PRICE.

C. H. HODGSON, ESQ.
Time Keepers:

T. W. WILSON, ESQ.

E. H. nONKIN, ESQ.

A. G. Aldous
H. A. Gray
N. P. Jaffrey
C. E. Anderton
G. R. Brutton

Refel'ee:

REV. H. C. CLIFTON.
Stewards:

H. G. Papillon
A. C. Broadbent
H. J. Collins
W. Elton
W. ff. Fendall

W. H. G. Southcomb
A. S. Littlewood
C. H. Salisbury
J. :M. Bastard
E. Hill

Captain of the Games:

A. G. ALDOUS.

The races were held on Friday, April 10th, in dull,
dispiriting welJ.ther. On the evening of Friday rain fell, and

.. continued during the night, rendering the gro~llld heavy. This
spoiled the pace of nearly all the finals on Saturday, and was
again the ruin of the High Jump, as Fendall could have done
several inches higher had the take-off been less slippery.
The Junior Jump was a very promising performance; a large
number of competitors jumped, and nearly all cleared a
respectable height. The Broad Jump was a disappointment:
owing to a mistaken notion that another try would be allowed
them, several competitors did not clear their real distance.
The Pole Jump was abolished this year, a step thoroughly
jnstified by the small amount of interest created in the event.
A system of fining was introduced, to be imposed on all
entering for a race who did not come to the post; which
certainly had the effect of producing keener competition. We
must congratulate J. H. Bryant on obtaining the Challenge
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Cup, which his excellent judgment in running well merited.
Stroud was second with two firsts. We must not forget to
thank :Mr. and Mrs. Digby for kindly giving up their time in
coming down, in spite of the incleme~cy of the weather, and
also to express our g!atitude to the various masters who helped
so energetically to carry the programme through successfully.

FIRST DAY, FRID.H, APRIL la, 1885.
Throwing the Cricket ball (under lb.)

1st, B. P. Spurway. 2nd, J. W. Taunton.
Distance, 71yds. Oft. 3in.

A fair throw, but not quite up to the average. Taunton was a

good second.

Flat Race, 100 yards (open.)
1st, J. H. Bryant. 2nd, C. Dickinson.

Time, 11{- secs.
Bryant won his heat in IQ! secs: but the final was run on the

second day, when the ground was heavier. Dickinson ran remark·
ably well, as he is still a Junior.

Flat Race, 100 yds (under 15.)
1st, J. A. Stephens. 2nd, V. Lewis.

Time, 12* secs.
Stephens runs in neat form, and should become in time really

good .Lewis, mi. ran very pluckily.
Flat Race, 100 yards: Preparatory School.

1st, Gray. 2nd, Boucher.
Time, 13t secs.

Gray spurted well towards the end, and won easily in very
creditable time, considering the size of the competitors.

Flat Race, Half-a·Mile (under 15.)

1st, C. F. Parry. 2nd, A. E. Halt.
Time, 2 mins. 38 secs.

Parry led most of the course, and held his own to the end.

Holt gained on him towards the finish, and came in a good .second.
High Jump (unier 16.)

E. E. Adamsont C. G. Jenkinst
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Height, 4ft. 9in.
Fifteen jumped, a large field, and with one exception kept in

some time. An attempt was made to jump off the tie on the second
day, but neither of the two placed was able to beat his opponent.
Lewis, mi., and Bond, tert.; jumped remarkably well for their size.

Hurdle Race, 300 yds, 12 Flights (open.)
1st, G. R. Brutton. 2nd, E. J. W. Houghton

Time, 50 secs. t

Houghton led to the very end, when he was perfectly dead beat,
and Brutton ran in.

Flat Race, 200 yards (under 13.)
1st, H. C. Dickinson. 2nd, B. C. Scott.

Time, 28 secs.
An easy win.

Hurdle Race, 120 yards 10 Flights (open.)
1st, J. H. Bryant. 2nd, C. Dickinson.

Time, 20 secs.
Bryant ran excellently, and Dickinson is to be congratulated on

another place in an open event.
Broad Jump (open.)

1st, A. Devitt. 2nd, F. C. Bre91
Distance, 17ft. 5in.

A disappointing distance. Over 18ft had been cleared in training;
the take-off was not well managed, and the competitors lost distance
from starting short of the line.

Flat Race, 300'yards (under 14.)
1st, V. Lewis. 2nd, L. W. Renslowe.

Time, 44 secs.
A large field started, but Lewis was not very closely pressed.

Half-Mile-Handicap.
1st, Earle (140 yds.) 2nd, J. H. Bryant (5 yds.)

3rd, E. J. Stroud (Scratch.)
. Time, 2 mins. 19-} secs.

Won by an almost limit man. Bryant ran most pluckily, and
Stroud, who started scratch, was not far behind.
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SECOXDDAY, SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1885:
Flat Race, Quarter-Mile (open.)

1st, J. H. Br.rant. 2nd, E. J. Straud.
Time, 59 secs.

Great excitement was felt in this race; as it practically decided
the Challenge Cup between Bryant and Stroud. Stroud hardly
pressed Bryant enough at first to enable him to use his final spurt
to full advantage, and Bryant drew away from him, and won
perhaps more easily than could have been expected.

Flat Race, Quarter-Mile (under 16).
1st, C.Dickinson. 2nd, G. Lewis.

Time, 6I secs.

Dickinson, as was anticipated, proved winner: Lewis being l\ good
second. The time would have been better on a drier course.

High Jump, (open).
1st, W. Jr. Fendall. 2nd, A. Devitt, t E. A. GiIlsontA. E. Baker. t

Height, 4ft. 11in.
With less slippery ground FendaIl would have cleared over 5ft.

Three tied for second place.
Hurdle Race, 200 yards, 8 Flights, (under 16)

1st, C. Dickinson. 2nd, J. K. Gregory.
Time, 32 secs.

Dickinson won with ease. Lewis was second till the last hnrdle,
when he most unfortunately fell, and yielded second place to Gregory.

Throwing the Cricket Ball (open)
1st, H. G. PapiIlon. 2nd; J. H. Bryant.

Distance, 88 yds. 2ft. 2in.
The distance is not nearly up to that of former years, but Papillon

had thrown close on 100 yds. in practice.
Flat Race, One Mile (open)

1st, :E. J. Strond. 2nd, R. C. Maunsell. 3rd,1I. Connop.
Time, 5 mins. 25 secs.

Stroud, last year's winner, won easily by an excellent piece of
running. 1faunsell spurted capitally, and ran away from Connop

down the last lap.
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Consolation Race, 150 yards (open)
1st, H. A. Gray. 2nd, C. A. Murray.

Time, 17 secs.
Consolation Race, 150 yards (under 15)

1st, H. R. Bond. 2nd, J. Kelway.
Time, 20 secs.

Our President then addressed the School from the pavilion, and

Mrs. Digby gave away the prizes.
Challenge Cup for the greatest number of first prizes, won by J.

H. Bryant.
Challenge Cup for the Steeple Chase, won by E. J. Stroud.
Challenge Cup for the best a,erage of runs in cricket, won by

E. A. Nepean.
Challenge Cup for Fives, won by D. White.
Challenge Belt for the best bowling average, won by W. Allis.

Smith.
House Challenge Cup for football, won by Wood's.
Junior Challenge Cup for football, won by Wood's.
House Challenge Cup for cricket, won by Price's.
Junior Challenge Cup for cricket, won by Rhoades'.
House Challenge Cup for paperchases, won by Blanch's.

Prize for the best average of runs in cricket, won by E. A. Nepean.

Prize for the best fielding, won 'by J. B. G. Lester.
Senior Double-Handed Fives.
First D. White.

(C. E. Benedict:) left at Christmas.
Second. H. G. Papillon,

H. A. Gray.
Senior Single-handed.
First. D. White.
Second. H. G. Papillon,
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CRICKET.
THE SCHOOL V. REV. R. M. WILLIAl'tIS' XI.

This match was played on :afay 19th in dull and rainy weather,
resulting in a victory for the School by 49 runs on the first innings.

The Rev. R. M. Williams' XI. were the first to go in, the
Rev. R. Williams and Rev. D. Peirce being opposed to the bowling
of Broadbent and Leslie.

In Broadbent's first over the Rev. R. M. Williams was bowled
and the Rev. D. Peirce run out, the wicket being sharply put down
by Elton. 2 for O. In the next over Woodruffe was bowled by
Leslie. 3 for 1. Yatman and Norton made a short stand, but the
fo~mer was out for 5 at 13, Sitwell followiug 5 runs later. 5 for 18.
Watts and Adams gave little trouble, and at 20 Norton was bowled
by Leslie for 6; Scott Hill was caught immediately, Lyon carrying
his bat for 3. The innings lasted from 11.30 to 12.45 and closed
for 23.

The School went in at 10 minutes to 1, Broadbent and Brntton
receiving the bowling of Korton and Peirce respectively. Runs
came slowly, 6 overs in the first 7 sent down being maidens, and
after 12 avers Adams took the place of Norton, and with his first
ball dismissed Broadbent, who had played carefully for 9. 1 for 14.

After lunch Brutton and Morres continued the innings, the latter
being almost immediately bowled. Brutton and Elton put on some
runs, but the former was at last bowled by Adams at 35 for a very
steady 17. Jaffrey followed, but retired after making 4, and Elton
was bowled by Peirce at 45, having made 13, consisting of two 4'8,

a 3 and a 2. Bastard and Bathurst kept their wickets up some time,
Bathurst being run out in attempting an impossible run at 54
6 for 54. Leslie succeeded, but was well caught by Lyon at long
leg off his first ball. Carver came in, and immediately lost Bastard,

caught at long slip, and, Down and Fendall offering little resist

ance to the bowling of Adams, the innings closed for 72, Carver

being not out 8.
Lyon and Norton opened the 2nd innings of the Rev. R. M.
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Williams' XI. at 3.15. The former was missed at the wicket off
Broadbent's first ball, and both then getting set, put on runs fast.
A double change of bowling was tried at 35, Down and Morres
taking the place of Broadbent and Leslie, but without success.
At last Lyon was bowled by Broadbent for 27. 1 for 74. The
Rev. R. M. Willlams was immediately given out l.b.w. to
Broadbent. 2 for 74. Yatman came in and another stand was
made, Nortoll driving the bowlers all over the field, till at last
caught by Brutton off Leslie at 115. Woodruffe followed, and
together with Yatman, kept the wickets up till a quarter past five,
when rained stopped the game, Yatman being not out 26 and
Woodruffe not out 9. Yatman wa.s missed by Bastard at point at
140. 3 for 147.

THE REV. R. M. WILLIAMS' XI.

1st Innings. 2nd Innings.
Rev. R. !I. Williams, b Broadbent 0 l.b.w. b Broadbont.. .. 0
Rev. D. Peirce, run out.. 0
E. Yatman, Esq., b Broadbent 5 not out.. .. 26
C. E. ·WoodI'lrlIe, Esq., b Leslie 0 not out.. .• 9
A. Norton, Esq., b Leslie 6 c Brutton, b Leslie .. 66
C. F. Sitwell, Esq., c Carver, b Broad

bent 5
W. Watts, Esq., b Leslie 0
F. W. Adams, Esq., b Broadbent 2
C. W. Lyon, Esq., not out 3 b Broadbent .. .. 27
W. Turnbull, Esq., absent
R. A. Scott-Hill, Esq., c Brutton, b

Leslie •• 0
Byes 1, no ball 1 .. 2 Byes 17, wides 2 .. 19

23 147

THE SCHOOL.

A. C. Broadbent, b Adams
Brutton, b Adams
Morres, b Adams .•
W. Elton, b Peirce
Jafl'rey, c Peirce, b Adams
Bastard, c Scott-Hill, b Peirce
Bathurst, run out
Leslie, c Lyon, b Peirce
Carver, not out ••
Down, b Adams .. ••
W. fl'. Fendall, e Watts, b Adams
Byes 3, Leg Byes 2

•

9
17
o

13
4

•• 5
6
o
8
3
2
5

72
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REV. R. M. WILLIAllS' XI. FIRST INNINGS.
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A. C. Broadbent..... ....... 30 2 10
Leslie . • • . • • . • . • • • • • . • . • . • . • 29 1 12

Leslie bowled a no ball.
REV. R. M. WILLIA11S' XI. SECONDINNNIGS.

Balls. Maidens. Runs.

A. C. Broadbent ...... . ... • • 75 3 44
Leslie . . . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . • • • 55 1 42
Down ...• .••••...••.. .••• 15 1 14
Morres •••• •• • • • • • • • • •• . • • • 30 1 28

Leslie bowled 2 wides.
THE SCHOOL.

Balls. lIfaidens.. Runs.

Balls.

A. Norton ~.... 30
F: W. Adams 53
W. Watts.................. 15
D. Peirce .• • • •• . • • • .• .• •• . • 65

Maidens,

3
3
1
5

Runs.

8
37

9
14.

Wickets.

4
4

Wickets.

2
1
o
o

Wickets.

o
6
o
3

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

THE CONCERT.

The concert on Easter Monday may be classed amongst the
most successful of the many performances given by our
flourishing Musical Society; indeed, but for the illness in the
School which interfered with regular attendance at the prac
tices, and diminished somewhat the numbers of the choir, it
would probably have been the best on record. One does not of
course expect from a School Musical Society the kind of
performance to be heard at an ordinary concert; but where
the former is fairly strong in numbers, where sufficient time
can be given to preparation, and where the conductor knows
how to manage his materials, a performance of considerable
merit may be looked for; and though of all choirs a school
choir perhaps gives most anxiety to its conductor beforehand, .
yet none we should think may be more safely relied on to
rise to the occasion and do its best when the time comes.
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The concert opened with that hymn which has long been,
and seems likely always to be,The Easter Hymn, par excellence;
which. in spite of its florid old-fashioned setting. need fear no
rivalry from the many fine Easter hymns which we are glad
enough to hear after, but not before, we have heard it. To
have it sung in chorus with orchestral accompaniment-still
more, to be allowed to take part in such a performance as that
in which the audience were invited to join on Easter Monday
evening, was something to be thankful for and to remember.
The hymn was followed by Beethoven's Second Symphony.
The school band was reinforced by several first-rate pro

.fessional musicians; and amongst these we must mention Mr.
Malsch (oboe) and Mr. Whitehouse (violoncello), whose
playing, without any effort on their parts to attract special
attention, could be distinguished by its beauty amongst the
surrounding sounds of the orchestra. This is not the place
for a detailed description of the symphony itself. It is well
known, and must be a favourite with all who are advanced
enough, and not too far advanced, to enjoy the finest productions
of Beethoven's earlier manner. Perhaps no movement of his
conveys the idea that he had more melody at command
than he knew what to do with more strikingly than does the
Larghetto of this symphony; so long, yet always too short; so
full of meaning and beauty, so devoid of any sign of effort in
production, or straining for effect. To say that full justice was
done to the music would be to say more for the band than
perhaps any band ever yet deserved; but to say that it was so
playell as to give extreme pleasure is no more than the truth.

The chief interest of the evening, however, was the per
formance of the first part of St. Paul. Great pains must have
been taken in prepar~tion for it, and the choir and their con
ductor had reason to be well satisfied with the result. No
sacred music could be better suited than Mendelssohn's
choruses to the capabilities of a school choir. Mendelssohn
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did not take the pleasure which some composers seem to find
in cramming into their works the utmost amount of difficulty
compatible with the desired effect, or with any prospect of ever
having thelli performed at all; he was contented to attain his
results by the use of such harmonies and such rhythm as come
naturally to an ordinarily educated ear. Moreover his
choruses do not demand a fatiguing attention to "light and
shade j" page after page may be sung fortissimo without detri
ment to the effect. But they do demand, many of them, to
be sung with "go," with decision, brilliancy, and untiring
vigour, and in such qualities as these a well-trained choir of
boys may be expected to excel. Certainly the Sherborne boys
do; and with this vigour of style they brought to their work
a quantity of tone equally well suited to the strong simple
character of the music; for the trebles, unlike those of an
ordinary choir, were never better in time nor purer in tone
than when singing their highest notes, and this gave a special
charm to the performance. All the choruses which require
the kind of singing we have described were remarkably well

. done, and to enumerate them would be to n:.ention nearly
all those in the first part of St. Paul. Such a chorus for
instance as "Rise up, arise I" we think, could not find a better
style of interpretation from any choir. In one or two of the
choruses there was a tendency to sink below pitch, but in this
respect the Sherborne Musical Society resembles nearly every
other we have ever heard or heard of.

While speaking of the chorus it must be admitted that it
was only when the trebles were singing at the tops of their
voices that they quite balanced the strength of the basses
behind and the orchestra in front. At such times the whole
effect was very fine; but when it happened that the trebles
were singing their lower and weaker notes, and the basses had
a high passage at the same time, it sounded rather too much
as if the whole choir consisted of men's voices. It no doubt
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often happens that the singers ina chorus can hardly hear
their own voices when the part which they are singing is very
distinctly heard by the audience; and perhaps the same thing
may be true of the players in an orchestra and their parts.
At all events it would do no harm for every member of a chorus
to compare the number of voices in each part, and to bear in
mind the probable relative strength of his own. The solos
were on the whole less satisfactory than the chorus. But
Mendelssohn's solos are not easy, and some of them require
high cultivation of voice and style; and the long recitatives in
St. Paul would be trying, we should think, to any singer.
Those for tenor voices were rendered effectively by
Broadbent and Mr. Bennett, in the case of the latter, with
perhaps too much attempt at effect; but this is a fault on the
right side. The duet for bass voices, " We verily have heard,"
was well sung by Devitt, ma., and Prevost; and Hardy's voice
was heard to advantage in the treble recitatives, and the
beautiful air "Jerusalem," which, however, is too difficult we
think to be sung quite satisfactorily by any boy. The much
easier contralto air "But the Lord is mindful of his own,"
was charmingly sung by Taylor, tert., whom we should have
liked to hear again. The passages for semi chorus, "Saul,
Saul, why persecutest thou me?" are of the kind that the
most practised chorus singer dreads, and is thankful to get to
the end of, and the very small choir of boys to whom they
were allotted acquitted themselves of their difficult task as
creditably as could be expected. For the great bass airs
« Consume them all," "Oh God, have mercy," and "I praise
thee, 0 Lord," the School was fortunate in obtaining the help
of Mr. "\Villiam Young, whose knowledge of the music, fine
voice, and musician-like style, gave the importance necessary
to these airs, as the part of St. Paul himself. The orchestral
accompaniment was excellent throughout: and the whole
impression of the performance left on one's mind is that of a
spirited and successful achievement.

The last thing on the programme was an interesting
overture by Gltick, which was probably new to most of the
listeners, and indeed deserved fresher attention than could be
given to it so late in the evening. 'With this a long and
brilliant concert \vas brought to a close.

PROGRAJY-[JY.[E_
1. The Easter Hymn.
2. Symphony in D Major (No. 2~) Op.. :::6 ... . .. Beethoven.
Adagio. Allegro COIl brio.· Larghetto. Scherzo. Allegro nlOlto.
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3. The first part of Mendelssohn's Oratorio St. Paul.
The solos were sung by Hardy, Price, W"inch, Hurd Wood,

Turner, Rhoades, mi., Hanson, Turnbull, Carver, Taylor, tert.,
Broadbent, Mr. G. T. Benllett, Devitt, ma., Prevost, and Mr.
William Young.
4. OVERTURE Gl~tek.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SWIMMING PRIZES.
DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Some years ago an improvement WllS made in
the sports, in substituting for the medals, till then in use,
prizes such as are now given. Might not the same improve
mentbe extended to the swimming races? With apologies
for trespassing on your valuable space and time,

I remain,
Yours truly,

C.B.

AJ.'f OLD SHIRBURNIAN WITH THE AUSTRALIAN
CONTINGENT.

The following interesting letter is from T. A. Chalk (f),
who, being in Sydney at the time of the formation of the
Australian contingent, at once volunteered :-

HANDuB, April 21st, 1885.
As this is about the first chance I have had since I joined

of letting you know how I am getting on in this beautifully
warm climate, I will try and give you a full and particular
account of my experience, so far as it goes, of the warfare in
the Soudan, and I will begin by quoting Napoleon-" There
is not much good done in warring againt a desert." Our
voyage out passed by without any event worthy of record
happening-the usual routine of parade and pipe-clay; in fact
rather more pipe-clay that happens in the Regular Army or
was quite necessary. The reception we received both from
the war-ships in Suakim harbour and from the troops ashore
where we landed was most enthusiastic; in fact, it was
evident that Mr. Daly's move is a very popular one out here.
General Graham made a splendid speech to us. He really is
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a thoroughly good General. He looks wonderfully well after
us all. I will give you an instance :-On our march to
Tamai Wells we had marched from 1.30 a.m. until 4 p.m.
through heavy sand, and, owing to some mistake, on only H
pints of water per man. \Ve formed the left side of the
square, and as General Graham rode down beside our
Contingent he asked us if we had had water. " None sir,"
was the universal cry. "Why, how is this?" says the
General. He stopped the march, and himself stood beside the
water-barrels while each man received his supply of water.
'We had to cutdown mimosa bushes to build a zareba-that
is, a bush fence 4ft. high and about 3ft. wide. We were then
formed four deep, and the first man in each four stood on
sentry for one hour while the others slept where they had
stood. Every hour the sentries were changed, and as they
were only two yards apart it very much resembled a square of
steel spikes, as each man had his bayonet fixed. It was a
case of fire first and challenge afterwards. One poor fellow
tried to perpetrate a joke, and paid the penalty for it with his
life. He crawled inside the zareba, and said, "English no
good," and he pretended to hamstring a mule. In a moment
he had three bayonets through him, and then we found out
that he was English. The enemy had been annoying us for
some time by firing, and one fellow woke up and asked me
what bird it was going overhead. As he spoke one bullet
came right between us, and you would have laughed to see
him jump. He asked no more questions, but lay very quiet
for about ten minutes. Then he looked up and said, "I say,
that was close, war'nt it? " The fight, or rather the
reconnaisance, at Tamai was not much. We had two men shot-
one badly, the other slightly. Next day we retired on the
McNiel zareba, and the following day back to Suakim. Two
days' rest, and then we started for this place. We went five
miles and built another zareba, where we camped for the
night. I happened to be sentry from 10 p.m. to 11 p.m., and
when I came off and had just got comfortably to sleep I was
awoke by the most tremendous din-volleys of rifles, and men
crying out, " Stand to your arms; the Arabs are on us." As
you may imagine, it took me very little time to seize my rifle

. and fly to the zareba. After about ten minutes' firing, the
bugle sounded the" Cease fire," and we were glad to find that it
was comparatively a false alarm. The enemy had attacked
the front and then left. I have opened this just to say that
as Volunteers were called for the Camel Corps I have
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-

volunteered and got in. Our duties are very arduous, but we
get great credit, as the Camel Corps is considered" the thing."
They only took twelve men out of each company, so that I
was very lucky to be one of them. The idea is this, we are
really mounted, only we have two men on each camel. and
every fifth man has a nigger behind him, who, when we
dismount, takes charge of. his five camels and makes them lie
down, and we form square round them and fight like infantry;
we are also used as scouts and vedettes. We go through
cavalry drill on the camels, and it is great fun to see the huge
animals forming fours and wheeling into line. One's first idea
when mounted on top of a camel is that you have a great way
to fall. One's second idea when the brute moves on is that
you are on board ship with a swell on, but I have got over
that, and my camel isa very good one. There is one other joke
connected with this camel-riding, and that is, the second man
has to get on very quickly, or else the moment the camel feels
the weight of No. 1 on his back he starts to get up, and conse
quently No. 2 gets a very nasty fall. There goes the post
bugle.

..
SCHOOL NEWS.

We have pleasure in recording that F. J. Lys, (a), Scholar of
Worcester College, Oxford, has obtained the Chancellor's Prize for
Latin Verse.

H. G. Lys (a), of the London Hospital, has passed the primary
examination for the Diploma of a Fellowship of the Royal College
of Surgeons.

Commemoration is fixed for July 3rd. The sermon will be
preached by the Bishop of Bath and Wells.

The original charter of the School and other interesting old MSS.
and books have been placed in the cabinet in the Library, and a
very instructive half-hour may be spent in their perusal.

E. .A. Nepean (a), (43 and 26) and J. B. G. Lester (a), who
captured several wickets, played in the Freshmen's match, and also
for the XVI. Freshmen v. the XI. at Oxford. E. A. Nepean also
played for the Next Sixteen 'V. the University.
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E. 1,V. Bastard (b), has been bowling for the XI. at Oxford;
and with success in almost every match.

(a) School House. (b) Wood's. (c) Price's. Cd) Blanch's.
(Il) Wilson's. <. f) Rhoades'. (g) Wildman's.

",Ve notice with pleasure that Mr. G. C. Bertram (O.S.,) whose
promotion to the Bailiffship of Jersey we lately recorded, has had
the honour of Knighthood conferred upon him.

The Editors beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of
subscriptions from A. le G. Jacob, and H. J. Collins.

The Editors are desirous to buy the following number of their
:Magazine :-Vol. XL, No. 104.

CRICKET MATCHES, 1885.

Tuesday, May 19, The School, v. Rev. R. M. WilIiams' XI.
Saturday, May 30, The School, v. T. W. Wilson, Esq.'s, XI.
Monday and Tuesday, June 15 and 16, The School, v. Corpus

CoIl., Oxon.
Thursday, June 25, The School, v. The Town.
Thursday, July 2, The School, v. H. H. W. Mayo, Esq.'s XI.
Tuesday, July 7, The School, v. Kingston Park.
Friday and Saturday, July 10 and I I, The School, v. Clifton

College, (at Clifton.)
Monday and Tuesday, July 13 and 14, The School,' v. Old

Shirburnians.
A. C. BROADBENT.

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENT.
"FAG."-".A day up a Pro1Jince Wellesley RivrJr in a steam

launch." Your article is too long for the present number; we are.
reserving it in case we find space next month.

T~e Editors beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt. of the
following' Contemporary Magazines :-The Cliftonian (2), Ton
bridgian, Laxtonian (2), Radleian, Reptonian, Durham University
Journal, Wellingtonian (2), Ma1'lburian(2), S. EdwIJ.1·d's School.
Chronicle, Uppingham School Magazine, Clavz'nian, HaUeyl,;utian (2), .'
Uiula, Bromsgrovian, and Brighton. College Mr1gazine.·


